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October 15th was a big day for Amasty team, and we really hope it was so for all those people who came to Minsk to participate in Meet Magento Belarus 2014. It was an honor for Amasty to contribute to the wonderful Magento community and organize this event.

First of all, here are just a few shots for you to catch the atmosphere of the event.
You can see more pics in our Facebook album here and even tag yourself if you’ve visited! And don’t forget to like Amasty on Facebook to get the latest Magento news and articles right away.

**Agenda**

We had a lot of speeches suggested for the event, and as the time was limited, we were to choose only the best presentations. Please meet the speakers right now! Here are the pics, slides and tweets just as it was on the event:

“**What makes Magento special and why Meet Magento community is important**” Thomas Fleck – Netresearch App Factory AG (Germany)
Belarus was just called the capital of #Magento extensions #mm14by

— Elena Leonova (@elena_a_leonova) 10:43 AM - Oct 15, 2014

Glad to finally see Meet Magento in Minsk and familiar faces #mm14by @fendi911

— Slava Kravchuk (@slkra) 10:54 AM - Oct 15, 2014 · Republic of Belarus

“Conversion rate optimisation. What’s really proved to matter?” Viacheslav Kravchuk – Atwix (Ukraine) [In Russian]
Great speech from Atwix at Meet Magento Belarus! #mm14by


Make your sites responsive #mm14by /cc @slkra


“Common mistakes Magento store owners make: Sysadmin insight” Andrey Tataranovich – Amasty (Belarus) [In Russian]
#Magento team cares about your opinion - vote for Magento2 features!
#mm14by


“Magento 2 and development perspectives” Elena Leonova – Magento, an eBay Inc. Company [In Russian]
http://ow.ly/i/7eaki best presentation at #mm14by so far. Spontaneous applause at slide 3 already. Thank you @elena_a_leonova

— fendi911 (@fendi911) 12:34 PM - Oct 15, 2014

No more Prototype in Magento2! Great news from @elena_a_leonova talk @ #mm14by

— Konstantin Stupak (@_s3nt1nel) 12:35 PM - Oct 15, 2014

#magento 2 dev beta will be available in December 2014 #mm14by yay!

— Amasty Team (@AmastyTeam) 12:43 PM - Oct 15, 2014

Round Table Session: Magento Questions to Experts and Company Representatives [In Russian]
look what i’ve just won )) admin tambourine!!

— Slava Kostukovich (@Solarinius) 1:19 PM - Oct 15, 2014

“Importing large catalogs” Davide Consonni – Advanced Logic (Italy)
Want to add new grid in Magento 2? Simply declare it in layout with ui_component node #mm14by

— Max Pronko (@max_pronko) 3:13 PM - Oct 15, 2014

“Building Scalable and Reliable cluster in Cloud Environment (Based on Amazon and Rackspace installations)” Andrew Klochkov – NEKLO [In Russian]
“How we have played DevOps and built an autoscale platform for Magento” Andriy Samilyak – OpsWay [In Russian]
Remote container flow #mm14by


“The Tale of Javascript in Magento: the untapped potential of the client side of the application”
Alexander Kaigorodov Aitoc Inc. [In Russian]
Videos

You are welcome to watch the presentations of Meet Magento Belarus on Amasty YouTube channel:
Meet Magento Belarus 2014: Thomas Fleck

Special thanks!

We want to say special thanks to:

– our partners and sponsors;
– the speakers;
– the visitors;
– and the guys from Amasty team who worked day and night to make Meet Magento Belarus happen.

Want to share your opinion about the event? Welcome to the comments section.
See you the next year!